HBS: a Handheld Breast Cancer Detector Based on Frequency Domain Photon Migration with Full Heterodyne
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Abstract—
HBS, for Handheld Breast Scanner, is a miniature medical instrument for non-invasive breast cancer detection based on the principle of frequency domain photon migration spectroscopy. It performs content-based analysis by deriving scattering and absorption coefficients from amplitude and phase differences in backscattered, broadband-modulated (10MHz to 1GHz) near-infrared light. This paper reports improvements made in the latest HBS design over the previous design, called the Mini-FDPM. First, it uses full heterodyne detection to significantly improve the sensitivity, so that fiber coupling can be used instead of being limited to direct laser contact only. Second, the new firmware called Tapper accelerates the control speed while enabling HBSs to form a network. Experimental results show that HBSs have similar accuracy to the reference design, Laser Breast Scanner (LBS) currently in clinical trials.

I. INTRODUCTION

Much progress has been recently made in improving breast cancer detection sensitivity specifically. Among many techniques developed to date, Near-Infrared Spectroscopy, specifically Frequency Domain Photon Migration (FDPM), is a content-based rather than an image-based method. It derives absorption ($\mu_a$) and reduced scattering ($\mu_s'$) coefficients of tissue based on backscattered light in the near-infrared (NIR) light (600nm $\leq \lambda \leq$ 1300nm) regime. The NIR is modulated by RF frequency from 10MHz to 1GHz and an instrument measures the phase shift and attenuation (amplitude) of the backscattered light. Diffusion theory based modeling techniques use this acquired data to distinguish scattering from absorption events. This enables analysis of tissue physiological composition in terms of water, lipid, hemoglobin, and deoxyhemoglobin, along with tissue architecture (cellular and matrix) which have been shown to enable tumor detection in ways that complement image-based techniques [1].

A. Mini-FDPM

FDPM based technologies can be miniaturized and dramatically reduced in cost. The components and system architecture of an FDPM instrument are similar to those used in broadband RF and optical communication. In a prior publication, we have shown such a board-level prototype instrument named the Mini-FDPM [2]. It is a handheld unit that performs broadband modulation to drive one laser, and it performs homodyne phase detection and either heterodyne or homodyne amplitude detection. The Mini-FDPM assumes direct laser contact with the tissue, which was shown to be sufficiently accurate compared to the much larger reference prototype named Laser Breast Scanner (LBS).

However, this design has several limitations. First, despite recent progress in silicon lasers, it is still not easy for one laser diode to generate the 600nm to 1300nm spectrum with sufficient power output, while other devices are too bulky. Second, while direct contact of the laser on tissue is power efficient, fiber coupling is often still required to work with existing infrastructures. However, the coupling loss and longer detection path in this case translate into higher detection error. Therefore, methods for higher sensitivity is needed.

B. New Design: HBS

To address these problems, we designed and implemented a new system named H2B2S, for full-Heterodyne Handheld Breast Scanner, or simply HBS. To cover the NIR spectrum, we implement four laser drivers for four laser wavelengths. To increase sensitivity, we analyze the previous design for potential sources of noise and implement a new full-heterodyne design on both phase and amplitude detection paths. The third improvement is an order of magnitude acceleration in digital control, thereby enabling much faster detection and possibly real-time imaging. Experimental results show phantom tissues show that the HBS to have similar accuracy as the LBS with identical assumptions. It will be ready to serve as not only an LBS replacement but also a platform for a new generation of networked instruments.

II. FULL HETERODYNE RF CIRCUITRY

The original FDPM concept is to generate an RF signal to amplitude modulate the laser light, and the receiver converts the light back to an RF signal for measuring the amplitude and phase shift relative to the original signal. The first Mini-FDPM design used homodyne detection, but its results deviated from the predictions of the diffusion theory and those of the reference design. The problem was that the laser light acted as a carrier for the RF signal, which suffered from much noise in the ambient light and harmonic frequency on the optical detection path.

To solve this problem, the second Mini-FDPM design used heterodyne detection for amplitude. Heterodyning is a classical tuning technique, where the carrier signal at frequency $f$ is mixed with another signal at frequency $f + \Delta$ to generate a new lower-frequency carrier at $|\Delta|$. Originally designed to facilitate demodulation using lower frequency technologies, heterodyning in this case improves the sensitivity of signal detection by helping the Mini-FDPM filter out most of the noise due to ambient light and harmonics. We also added a sharp crystal filter to this heterodyne structure to further suppress noise, such that the resulting amplitude value follows the diffusion theory very well.

The results above were collected by direct laser contact to phantoms. Direct laser contact represents the ideal architecture, because it minimizes signal path and maximizes detection signal strength. This detected modulated laser light has high intensity and therefore a high RF signal-to-noise ratio. However, this setup has limited the use to one laser, even though it is important to sweep the optical spectrum to more clearly cover each of the four cancer identifiers at their peak optical frequencies. Currently, laser diodes are limited to a single wavelength each. Optical fiber coupling of multiple laser diodes can
The tissue consists of multiple materials with different optical properties, it is important to take measurements for different optical wavelengths in order to determine their concentrations more precisely. Our new HBS has improved sensitivity such that it can still perform detection accurately even after a laser diode is coupled to a fiber before emitting into the tissue. Fiber coupling also enables the fibers connected to different laser diodes to be bundled in one spot small enough to be considered the same position. This way, the HBS can turn on one laser at a time for amplitude modulation from 10MHz–1GHz.

The primary question is how many wavelengths are needed. The current reference instrument, LBS, is using 6 discrete wavelength lasers diodes. Theoretically, only 4 lasers are needed to recover the optical properties of 4 unknown major absorbers of tissue. Although the more laser helps to increase the accuracy, HBS uses 4 lasers at 681nm, 783nm, 806nm, and 823nm which are sufficient to recover the necessary chromophore concentrations.

To power these lasers, HBS has four laser drivers, which are APC (automatic power control) circuits. Two APC circuits are for CAC (common laser diode anode and photodiode cathode) lasers and the others are for CCA (common laser diode cathode and photodiode anode) lasers. The power of each laser is controlled by a digital potentiometer with 256 steps. Fig. 4 shows the power of four lasers by digital potentiometer control values.

IV. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

HBS adopts Tapper [3] as its new software architecture, and Rappit [4] as its user interface. Tapper features a scripting engine built on top of a set of low level application programming interfaces (APIs). The lightweight scripting engine parses user scripts and invokes system services supported by the underlying HBS hardware platforms. Rappit is the host-side software that used in conjunction with Tapper for host-assisted execution.

A. Host-Assisted Scripting Environment

To make HBS run as efficiently as possible with maximum flexibility and interactivity, we take the approach of host-assisted scripting. It means that the host software (Rappit) not only provides
a graphical user interface (GUI) but also pre-processes commands issued by the user before sending them over to the HBS. HBS itself runs the Tapper to interpret commands in the form of a script. The entire environment is shown in Fig. 5(a).

Rappit provides a command line interface (CLI) for the user to type in commands to HBS interactively. A GUI can also generate the commands and reformats results graphically. Input from the user is classified into host commands and target commands. Host commands are those executed on the host computer, e.g., saving data to a file, whereas target commands are those that are actually sent to the target HBS, e.g., setting GPIO value, start sweeping, set the amplifier power, etc. The parser parses the data, displays the results in the GUI, and stores them in a table, tagged by their ID. The host also runs the memory manager that keeps track of the data and flash memory usage at runtime and helps allocate/deallocate memory space on HBS.

Fig. 5(b) shows the GUI for the HBS application. The top window shows a list of HBS parameters the users can configure, including the start and end frequencies, the size of a frequency step, the number of samples, the laser power level, and the attenuation level. The CLI in the bottom-left corner provides full low-level access to the HBS for interactive hardware debugging. For example, they can turn on a laser by typing the command “ph6=1”. The output is displayed in the bottom-right window.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 6(a). The four laser diodes (681, 783, 806, and 823nm) are run sequentially at 20mW optical power. An optical fiber bundle with four 400µm diameter fibers is coupled to the four laser sources. The Hamamatsu C5658 avalanche photodiode detector and the optical fiber bundle are attached 15mm apart on the tissue-simulating phantoms with known optical properties. Each laser is modulated from 50MHz to 300MHz in 1MHz steps with the maximum available power without saturating the modulation at the 50MHz frequency. Although the HBS was designed for up to 1GHz, the reason we measured up to a 300MHz frequency range is due to the significant signal losses at higher frequencies in higher absorption phantoms such as the Muscle phantom.

A. Extracted Optical Properties

We measured a total of three phantoms, where one phantom was used as the calibration reference and the other two, Breast and Muscle, were sample phantoms. The Breast phantom was designed with both a lower overall absorption and higher reduced scattering coefficients similar to typical normal breast tissue. On the other hand, the Muscle phantom was designed with both higher overall absorption and lower reduced scattering coefficients similar to muscle tissues. The true optical properties of each phantom were characterized with a well known two-distance, calibration independent method [5]. Another phantom, ISS1, was used to calibrate out the instrumental phase and amplitude contributions. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the post-calibrated amplitude and phase values and their respective theoretically fitted results of the Breast and Muscle phantoms for all four lasers. As expected, the data from the Muscle phantom are noisier than those of the Breast phantom. This is because the Muscle phantom has a higher overall absorption efficient than the Breast phantom. Table I shows the extracted optical properties from the fitted diffusion theory of the Breast and Muscle phantoms including comparisons to those from the LBS. As can be seen, the maximum difference between the HBS and the LBS is 13.5%.

B. Recovered Concentration

We are able to utilize the extracted optical properties of tissues to recover physiological information. Although many near-infrared absorbing chromophores do exist, the four main absorbers are oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, water, and lipid. Given their
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TABLE I

THE EXTRACTED OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF BREAST AND MUSCLE PHANTOMS
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TABLE II

EXTRACTED OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THREE INDIA INK PHANTOMS BY HBS AND LBS
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TABLE III

RECOVERED CONCENTRATION OF INDIA INK FROM HBS AND LBS
distinct absorption spectra in the 650–1000nm band, we perform a linear least squares fitting to the recovered overall absorption to calculate the concentration of these absorbers. To validate the capabilities of our instrument, we performed studies on silicone phantoms with known volumes of Black India Ink. Black India Ink has a fairly flat broadband absorption spectrum between 650nm – 1000nm. Silicone has mainly two distinct absorption peaks, one minimal peak and one significant peak at approximately 720nm and 920nm, respectively. However, at the discrete wavelengths of these validation measurements, Black India Ink can be considered to be the only absorber while silicone absorption is negligible. We used Titanium Dioxide (TiO₂) as the scattering agent. A total of three 200mL silicone phantoms were made. The concentrations of Black India Ink used were 0.05µL/mL, 0.10µL/mL, and 0.175µL/mL. These three phantoms were measured with both the LBS and the HBS with the ISS1 phantom as the calibration reference. Table II shows the extracted optical properties of the three phantoms. Fig. 8 shows the extracted and fitted absorption coefficients of the 0.10L/mL phantom. The recovered concentrations of each India Ink phantom are shown in Table III. The results from the HBS are very comparable to the standard LBS. The recovered errors with both instruments is due to the very low volume (10, 20, and 35µL for 0.05µL/mL, 0.10µL/mL, and 0.175µL/mL phantoms, respectively) of India Ink used in these phantoms.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents HBS, a miniature FDPM spectroscopy instrument with 681, 783, 806, and 823nm lasers. The full heterodyne structure increases device sensitivity and enables optical fiber coupling contact. This enables interfacing with the same measurement probe also used by the LBS, the reference instrument. Measurement results show HBS performs similar to the LBS. The improved user interface with Rappit and software architecture with Tapper facilitate the control of HBS and accelerates data collection. This instrument is not only ready for clinical trial but also serving as a platform on which a new generation of networked instruments can be built for real-time and imaging applications.
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